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Introduction
Jenna Jameson is the best known and most desirable pornstar of all time. Her pictures and videos have
been watched by more perverts than any other model in history. DVDs, Magazines, Downloads...
anywhere Jenna went so did her huge crowd of fans. Now she has her own official porn site Club Jenna
and her fans finally have a place they can see her any time they want her.

Adult Review
Fans of Jenna Jameson will be glad to know that the blonde sex goddess finally has her own official porn site online. The
good news is that the site is stocked full of Jenna porn videos and pictures you can not find anywhere else. The bad news is
that the site isn't nearly as pretty as Jenna and the interface could really use a make-over.
  
  Club Jenna features DVD content starring Jenna Jameson and while that normally would not qualify as exclusive porn, in
this case it does because she doesn't license her sex videos out to any other websites or DVD companies. If you want Jenna
you have to come to the Club to get her!
  
  Considering how big a star J.J. has become, you would expect that her site would have all the coolest, newest and latest
high-tech porn viewing tools. Unfortunately it doesn't. The maximum video resolution on the movies is not high-def, the
videos can be streamed but not downloaded and the streams aren't the newer flash video format either. It's a big of a letdown
to signup to a site starring the world's greatest pornstar and not have it be as high quality as a lot of sites starring ordinary
sluts.
  
  Hopefully Jenna will make some changes soon and the site will get revamped with a better set of video formats. For now,
fans will have to be satisfied with knowing that the site gives them more access to adult films starring Jenna Jameson than
any other site would. 
  
  The included sites on the Club Jenna network and the other top tier pornstars like Roxy Jezel that come along with your
access do enhance the site's value a bit.... but damn it sure would be nice to watch Jenna get fucked in HD.

Porn Summary
This is a difficult site to put a score on because on the one hand you get plenty of Jenna Jameson but on the other hand the
site does need some work before it can evolve into the kind of porn palace her fans are all hoping it will become.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'It's the Official Jenna Jameson Porn Site but it's not as pretty as she is...'
Quality: 83  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 81
Support: 85 Unique: 88    Taste: 85        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Blondes, Breasts, Exclusive, Glamour, Lingerie, PornStars, Solo
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